
35th Petrozavodsk Programming Camp, Summer 2018
Day 7: Izhevsk STU + Ufa SATU Contest, Wednesday, August 29, 2018

Problem F. Fair Competition
Input file: standard input

Output file: standard output

Time limit: 2 seconds
Memory limit: 256 mebibytes
Query limit: 14 000 queries

This is an interactive problem.

There are competitions where you can take the top line of the standings and get a diploma for place zero,
and the team below gets the cup for the first place.

Let us generalize this case. Suppose that n guys participated in the competition, there are no ties, and
the participants’ places are consecutive integers. There are first, second, and third places, but the top line
of the standings can correspond to a place smaller than the first. Suppose that such a competition was
completed and you were asked to find out each person’s final place. You can ask the participants about
what place they took compared to other participants. However, participants will not always answer your
questions. It depends who and whom you ask about, namely:

• Each participant who took a place higher than the first place answers only about those who are
below him;

• The participant who took the first place will not say anything about anyone;

• The participant who took the second place can only answer that he performed better than the third
place, and will not answer anything about others;

• The participant who took the third place answers only about those below him;

• Each participant who ranked below the third place answers only about those who are above him.

Determine the places of all participants.

Interaction Protocol

At the beginning, the jury program prints one line containing one integer n (3  n  1000). It is
guaranteed that there are first, second, and third places, but the top line of the standings can correspond
to a place smaller than the first. To ask questions, the parcitipants are numbered from 1 to n in some
order which is not relevant to their places.

After that, the participant program must interact with the jury program by printing the commands in
one of the following formats:

• “? a b”. You ask the participant number a how his place compares with the place of another
participant number b. As a response, the jury program will output “+” if the participant number
a said that he performed better than the participant number b, “-” if he said that he performed
worse, and “?” if he decided not to answer.

• “! ans”. The answer to the problem. Here, ans is a sequence of integers denoting the places
taken by participants with numbers from 1 to n. After printing this command, the program should
terminate immediately.
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Example

standard output standard input
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? 4 2
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? 2 1

? 3 4

? 3 1

! 0 -1 4 3 2 1
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Note

In each test for this problem, the places of all participants are fixed in advance and do not depend on
your queries in any way.
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